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NEW QUESTION: 1
Your profile list is named CONTACTS. Your supplemental table is
ORDERS with a Data Extraction Key of CUSTOMER_ID_ and a Primary
Key of ORDER_ID, with TOTAL_ORDER_DOLLARS as a column. You
design a campaign to display the ORDER_ID and
TOTAL_ORDER_DOLLARS with a default value of 0 (zero) from the
ORDERS table for each recipient in the target audience from
your CONTACTS list.
What happens if there are multiple matches (more than one
ORDER_ID) for a CUSTOMER_ID?
A. Because multiple matches with a record in the CONTACTS list
exist in the ORDERS supplemental table, no matching values will
be pulled at all, and the default value of 0 (zero) will be
used for every email generated.
B. The campaign launch will error out when Responsys detects
multiple matches with the CONTACI'S list from the ORDERS table.
C. When multiple matches with a record in the CONTACTS list
exist in the ORDERS supplemental table, the first found match
will be used in the campaign.
D. During the campaign worklist build, Responsys will pause and
ask you to select the correct record to use for the campaign

personalization.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which of the following Steganography techniques allows you to
encode information that ensures creation of cover for secret
communication?
A. Cover generation techniques
B. Substitution techniques
C. Transform domain techniques
D. Spread spectrum techniques
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
A supplier can fulfill all line items and quantities on PO5432,
but only half will be available to deliver by
the need-by date, creating a backorder.
A. Accept line items, wait for a change PO from the customer
B. Confirm entire order, create a partial invoice
C. Update line items, create a partial invoice
D. Update line items, wait for a change PO from the customer
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 4
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Answer: A
Explanation:
Cloud computing changes the responsibilities and mechanisms for
implementing and managing governance. Responsibilities and
mechanisms for governance are defined in the contract. as with
any business relationship. If the area of concern isnt in the
contract. there are no mechanisms available to enforce. and
there is a governance gap. Governance gaps dont necessarily
exclude using the provider, but they do require the customer to
adjust their own processes to close the gaps or accept the
associated risks.
Ref: Security Guidance v4.0 Copyright2017, Cloud Security
Alliance (used for educational purpose here)
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